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LDMOS Technology TV Transmitter

Vision / Sound power ratio. 10/1 single sound - 20/1/0.2 dual sound. Out stage technology. Solid State LDMOS. Vision / Sound amplification. Common (Separate ... 
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The TXUP10000LD is composed by: Power Control Amplifier Control VEGA TV Transmitter n. 8 AUTV/1500LD Amplifier module



LDMOS Technology TV Transmitter The TXUP10000LD belongs to the High Power UHF products family of Television Transmitters fully in solid state technology. The TXUP10000LD series represents the 10kW TV Transmitters operating in the IV/V Band for Common amplification process (separate amplification available) of the Vision and Sound carriers. This Transmitters family has been designed to offer to the customers high performances, high reliability and great simplicity in their operation and maintenance procedures. The Vision and Sound signal processing is provided for all TV Standards and all types of Audio applications (Mono & Dual sound - NICAM) together with colour systems such as PAL - NTSC - SECAM. Thanks to the amplitude and phase pre-correction circuit, it is possible to cancel the distortions in the output stage, thus cutting down the operating costs. The RF transposition in the driver is carried out by a synthesizer with various possibilities of accuracy and stability as well as precision offset locked by internal or external frequency reference. The RF amplifier is made up by eight RF modules installed in a power rack, the modules are dedicated to the Vision and Sound carriers common amplification. The amplifiers employ solid state LDMOS technology in order to obtain wide band, reliability, and high efficiency. Each RF module has a built-in switching-mode power supply unit, self-protected against overcurrents and overvoltages, as well as overtemperature and VSWR for RF parameters. The cooling system is fully contained into the transmitter. The control unit provides full management of the transmitter without the presence of the operator, the system includes a central controller and several peripheral units installed in each RF module and rack. The control device includes a fault-finding system to detect equipment malfunctions and locate the faulty subassembly which needs to be replaced. The interlock circuit is independent on the software and remains always operational whether the computer control is present or not. The operator interface is made by a high-resolution LCD graphic display and a simple keyboard, the menu is very friendly and easy to use. The Control Unit can be fully controlled in REMOTE mode via link or via modem in RS232 or other interface. The equipment design allows the soft degradation (RF power loss) for several transistors faults.



These specifications are subject to change without notice. Per esigenze tecnico-costruttive ci riserviamo il diritto di apportare varianti ai prodotti, senza preavviso.



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS RF SECTION Frequency range Output power Vision / Sound power ratio Out stage technology Vision / Sound amplification Standards Sound transmission Harmonics and spurious emission Intermodulation products from vision and sound Frequency stability



470 - 860MHz 10kW PEP 10/1 single sound - 20/1/0.2 dual sound Solid State LDMOS Common (Separate amplification available) G, K, I, M FM single sound - Dual sound coding IRT - NICAM 728 In compliance with CCIR rec. £ 56dB 2.5ppm (option 0.05ppm)



VISION SECTION Video input Nominal input level Return loss DC Restoration White limiter



BNC 75W connector 1Vpp ± 6dB ³ 30dB Clamped to the blanking level without affecting the burst At 90% picture signal without affecting the chrominance



Transmission characteristics Sideband spectrum response Amplitude-frequency response Group delay variation without receiver pre-correction and TV demodulator in flat Non-linearity distortion (10 to 75% mod.) Differential gain (10 to 75% mod.) Differential phase (10 to 75% mod.) Signal-to-random-noise ratio (weighed 0.2 to 5MHz) Blanking level variation 2T k factor



According to the standard According to the standard £ ± 35ns £ 5% £ 5% £ 5° ³ 60dB £ 2% £ 2%



SOUND SECTION Nominal input level (± 50kHz dev.) Input impedance Pre-emphasis



-10 to +8dBm 600W balanced 50ms



Transmission characteristics Amplitude-frequency response Total harmonic distortion FM Signal-to-noise ratio (referred to ± 50kHz dev. f = 400Hz) AM Signal-to-noise ratio AM Synchronous modulation



40 to 15000Hz ± 0.5dB £ 0.5% ³ 60dB (weighed) ³ 50dB (referred to 100%) £ 40dB (referred to 100%)



REMOTE CONTROL Parallel interface Serial interface



On/Off, Alarms, Interlock RS232 (Full monitoring and management)



GENERAL Power supplyvoltage Frequency Temperature operating range Altitude Power consumption (cooling system included) Power factor Cooling Dimensions



3x380VAC, ±10% (other on request) 50-60Hz, ± 5% 0 to 45°C Up to 2,500 meters (³ 2,500m with additional cooling system) £ 26kVA (black level) ³ 0.9 Forced air n. 2 Rack 19”-42U
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S.S. 96 Km 113 Z.I. 70027 PALO DEL COLLE (BA) ITALY Tel. 080/626755 Fax 080/629262 E-mail: [email protected] Web site: http://www.elettronika.it
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circuit lake5w vhf tv transmitter microcontroller project circuit dbid rbia 
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Transmitter - Exvacuo 

Eritrea 2 0330-0700,. 1400-1800. Asmara/Sela'i Da'iro *. 100. F France Info 24h fr. Nancy/Nomeny * ...... 5 EAJ38, SER CataluÃ±a. EGY ERTU R.Egypt/Voice of.
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Stereo Transmitter 

Es posible que la luz de fondo del iPod se encienda durante estos 5 minutos. Para activar la funciÃ³n â€œEmparejamiento en procesoâ€�, primero debe apagar.
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Stereo Transmitter 

pouvez utiliser ce type d'appareilmÃªme s'il se trouve dans un sac ou une poche. Bluetooth est une norme internationale prise en charge et utilisÃ©e par des ...
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Transmitter MC14469 

Plastic DIP ..... systems intended for surgical implant into the body, or other applications intended to support or sustain life, or for any other application in which ...
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transmitter - Agentcobra 

As Above, with Sinusoidal Oscillator and Gain Control. (RFI-NRFI) to (RFQ-NRFQ) with Supply. As Above, with Sinusoidal Oscillator and Supply. Â±3.5. Â±3.0. Â±0.8.
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TV 

1 janv. 2017 - +20% si le temps de prÃ©sence est Ã©gal ou infÃ©rieur Ã  5 secondes. ..... Message publicitaire, c'est-Ã -dire non interrompue par un intercalaire.
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TV 

78. 79. 80. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. SDA5250. CIC80905. M. M. M. 18MHz. Q80917. 6,8k. CR80912 ...... 83110 050 1700 NTC 4,7 OHM 30%. R 60029 S 87053 693 ...
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TV 

Seite / Page 3-31 ... 31. 32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37. 38. 39. 40. 41. 42. 43. 44. 45. 46. 47. 48. 49. 50. 51. 52. 53. 54. 55. 56. 57 ...... 83110 050 1700 NTC 4,7 OHM 30%.
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TV 

NO ABRIR SIN ANTES DESCONECTAR LA TENSION DE RED. STACCARE LA SPINA DI RETE PRIMA DI TOGLIERE IL PANNELLO POSTERIORE. VNA.
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SD Wireless Camera Transmitter 

battery adapter plates for standard IDX and Anton Bauer batteries. For more information about the CamPac 2, visit www.nucomm.com, email Nucomm at.
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V Transmitter Module - F1CHF 

DC + 5V ( Â± 2% ). Supply Current. 250mA, typ. Output Power. 20dBm typ. 5.8GHz Carrier Frequency Accuracy. Â±300KHz, typ. Antenna Port Impedance. 50Î©.
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V Transmitter, NON ... - F1CHF 

Mar 31, 2009 - This transmitter differs from other 900MHz models because it includes. EMI/RFI filtering technology to help reduce frustrating RF noise.
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SCXMIT11 418Mhz Consolidated Transmitter ... - UserManual.wiki 

1 dÃ©c. 2016 - SCXMIT11 418Mhz Consolidated Transmitter Installation Document. Document # 20-325-018-02 Rev IR. Page 2 of 14. Silent Call Communications. REVISION HISTORY. Revision. #. Initiated. By. Revision. Date. Approved by. Approval date. Reason
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Stereo Transmitter - DOCUMENTOP.COM 

new device is paired after 8 devices have been paired, the device whose latest connection time is the oldest among the 8 paired devices is replaced by the new one. This unit is initialized. All pairing information is deleted (page 21). Pairing proced
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Transmitter with FIFOs 

the user's requirements minimizing the computing required .... Baud Output Positive Edge Delay .... The positive edge of an active Address Strobe signal latch-.
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V Transmitter ... - F1CHF 

Mar 31, 2009 - EMI/RFI filtering technology to help reduce frustrating RF noise problems. ... filter that is installed on the antenna connector. These filters.
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TECHNOLOGY 

Waste from the agricultural and fisheries animal-slurry sectors. â€¢ WWTP (waste water treatment plant) sludges. â€¢ Organic fraction of urban waste. â€¢ Energy crops.
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Watching TV 

2) How often does Shibika watch TV in India? a) Often ... 6) How much TV does Sabriya watch in Oman? ... 10) How many people say the phrase 'all the time'?.
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TV Channels 

English. News. 25. Channel News Asia English. News. 27. Fashion TV. English. Fashion. 28. ESPN. English. Sport. 29. Star Sport. English. Sport. 30. S'. English.
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component transmitter circuits fm transmitter circuit rf circuits dbid 1ja80 
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remote control transmitter - Agentcobra 

DESCRIPTION. The M3004AB1 transmitter IC is designed for infra- red remote control systems. It has a total of 448 commands which are divided into 7 sub- ...
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bipolar signal transmitter 

This function is not a default option but must be actively selected in the menu by programming the ... Line 2 (H=3.33 mm) shows the selected engineering unit.
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FM Solid State Stereo Transmitter 

300 447and the relevant regulation on electrical safety E. N. 60215. The new 2.5kW FM radio transmitter is the latest news among Elettronika FM products.
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